PHYSICIAN PREFERENCE GUIDE

LOGIN TODAY TO SET YOUR ADMITTING & SPECIALTY PREFERENCES

WHAT IS THE PPG?

The Physician Preference Guide is a self-service tool that allows physicians to manage and update their admission and specialty preferences.

As of 2021 all Beaumont Health physicians are responsible for updating and maintaining their own information in the PPG.

Each hospital will identify a site admin to help operationalize the PPG.

If a physician is unable to update preferences themselves, they may contact a site admin for assistance. The admins ability to edit preferences for physicians is on a case-by-case basis and determined locally by each site. Local admins must keep documentation that a request for a change was made by a physician.

BENEFITS OF THE PPG

- Integration of your preferences directly in the patient’s chart. Physicians will no longer need to submit a paper form to update their admitting preferences. Individual editing capabilities for admitting preferences without using a paper form.
- Admitting preferences for all Beaumont credentialled physicians, regardless of their location.
- Ability to view admitting preferences from the PPG tab while in a patient’s chart.
- Ability to view Beaumont & Non-Beaumont physician preferences that have been entered into the PPG.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, TIP SHEETS & TRAINING VIDEOS,

Scan the QR code above or visit https://providers.beaumont.org/ppg